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Clear definition and examples of Alliteration. This article will show you the importance of
Alliteration and how to use it. In alliteration, words that begin with the. Copyright 2005
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Speech Examples. Literary Terms ; Poetry Lesson. Genre is an important word in the English
class. We teach different genres of literature such as poetry, short stories, myths, plays.
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Quizzes on the Language Portal of Canada . By the Translation Bureau. Test your language
knowledge and polish your writing skills—all while having fun. Clear definition and great
examples of Irony . This article will show you the importance of Irony and how to use it. Irony is
the effect achieved when expectations. Seamus Heaney comes from a long tradition of Irish
poets rooted in the music of both English and Gaelic languages. As we see in this poem, it's
tough to escape your.
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we see in this poem, it's tough to escape your. 6 Responses to “Types of Rhyme” venqax on
September 18, 2012 3:10 pm. But in the KU case the vowels are not identical. Rock and hawk?
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Spot the similar vowel sounds in that sentence? Find out more about assonance in this quiz from
Education Quizzes. Define and identify personification, alliteration, hyperbole, assonance,
onomatopoeia, metaphor, and simile by playing . The literary term of Assonance is covered in
this multiple choice quiz.. How does assonance differ from alliteration? a.
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assonance in this quiz from Education Quizzes.
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